International Conference of Educational Innovation through Technology (EITT)

The Society of International Chinese in Educational Technology (SICET) has been organizing the International Conference of Educational Innovation through Technology (EITT) since 2012. EITT is an annual international conference aimed to provide a forum for researchers in technology and education areas to exchange research findings, insights, and experiences on educational technology related topics. Starting from 2014, all EITT conference proceedings are indexed by EI Compendex (IEEE Xplore, IEEE Computer Society Digital Library).

Below is a brief history of the EITT.

1. The First EITT conference (EITT 2012) was held in Tsinghua University, Beijing, China during August 10 – 12, 2012. *Proceedings of EITT 2012*, ISSN: 2168-944X(print), ISSN: 2166-0549 (online)
2. EITT 2013 was held in Williamsburg, Virginia, USA during November 3 – 6, 2013. *Proceedings of EITT 2013*, ISBN: 2168-944X (Print); ISSN: 2166-0549 (Online)
5. EITT 2016 was held in Tainan, Taiwan, China during September 22 – 24, 2016. Conference Proceedings, ISBN: 978-1-5090-6138-9: [https://www.computer.org/csdl/proceedings/eitt/2016/1h0LiNbdv9K](https://www.computer.org/csdl/proceedings/eitt/2016/1h0LiNbdv9K)
6. EITT 2017 was held in Osaka, Japan during December 7 – 9, 2017. Conference proceedings, ISBN: 978-1-5386-0629-2: [https://www.computer.org/csdl/proceedings/eitt/2017/12OmNygPL0k](https://www.computer.org/csdl/proceedings/eitt/2017/12OmNygPL0k)
7. EITT 2018 was held in Massey University, Auckland, New Zealand during December 12 – 14, 2018. Conference proceedings, ISBN: 978-1-5386-9603-3: [https://www.computer.org/csdl/proceedings/eitt/2018/1ap5jgDQ8Ew](https://www.computer.org/csdl/proceedings/eitt/2018/1ap5jgDQ8Ew)
11. EITT 2022 will be held in New York, USA in Fall 2022.